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FULL SONG VERSIONS:

CD1 / Vol 1 CD2 / Vol 2

track title book/ page track title book/ page

1 Theme Tune - - 1 The Wind & The Rain - -

2 Simon Says

1

1 2 Zip Up

7

1

3 Cat Flap 5 3 Walk this Way 5

4 Ten Hot Teddies 11 4 Cook is Cooking 9

5 In Tin Six 15 5 Moon Balloon 13

6 Tap Clap Pat

2

1 6 Box Six Mix

8

3

7 Nip Clip Snip 5 7 Valentine 5

8 Ca..Ca..Cat 9 8 Yeti and Yak 9

9 Kids Like 15 9 Ding Dong 13

10 Elephant Eggs

3

3 10 Catting Children

9

1

11 Happy 5 11 Shopping 5

12 Rat’s Red Rocket 9 12 Thanks 9

13 Mum’s Muffins 13 13 This & That 15

14 Dig Down Dog

4

1 14 Quack

10

1

15 Good to Give 5 15 Round the Garden 5

16 Hopping Song 9 16 Point 9

17 Umbrella up 15 17 Rescue Me 13

18 La..Lu..Lettuce

5

1 18 Perfect Dessert

11

1

19 Five Fat Fish 7 19 Or 5

20 Big Grubby Bug 11 20 Tiny Star 11

21 Jim Likes Jelly 13 21 At the Fair 13

22 Wait in the Rain

6

1 22 Bananananana.. - -

23 Pie 5 23 Shortest Song - -

24 Bee Sweet 9 24 Rainbow - -

25 Toad on the road 15 25 Shake Your Fingers - -



Vol1, Track 1: Theme Tune  ‘The Moon & The Sun’ 

Laughing, playing,  
Swinging and swaying  
A dance of sounds and stories. 
Looking, seeing,  
Busy being.. 
A home for sounds and stories. 

Gather together 
Make a few friends. 
Whatever the weather 
The fun never ends. 

Clapping, flapping, 
Trip, trip trapping 
A time for sounds and stories. 

The Moon and The Sun  
Came out to have fun, 
They danced on the shore 
And climbed trees. 

Running, hiding, 
Looking and finding 
A friend of sounds and stories. 
Skipping, walking, 
Listening and talking 
A head for sounds and stories. 

Gather together 
Make a few friends.  
For birds of a feather 
The fun never ends. 

Cutting pasting,  
Saving not wasting.  
It's time for sounds, 
So gather around, 
Get ready for sounds and stories. 
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Vol1, Track 2:  Simon Says 

1, 2, 
1, 2, 3, 4.. 

Simon says stand up. 
Simon says sit down. 
Simon says stand up. 
Sing this song  
All over town! 

Everybody stand up. 
Everybody sit down. 
Everybody stand up. 
You can sing this song  
All over town! 

Play the guitar, 
Hit the drums, 
Try the bass, 
Sing this song all over town! 

Sing this song all over town! 

Simon says sleep.. 
Stop! 
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Vol1, Track 3: Cat Flap

Ant flaps hands, 
Flap, flap, flap. 
Cat flaps hands, 
Flap, flap, flap. 
Matt flaps hands, 
Flap, flap, flap. 

We all flap hands, 
We all flap hands together. 

And again! 
Get your Hands ready to flap.. 

Ant flaps hands, 
Flap, flap, flap. 
Cat flaps hands, 
Flap, flap, flap. 
Matt flaps hands, 
Flap, flap, flap. 

We all flap hands, 
We all flap hands together, 

Meow! 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Vol1, Track 4: Ten Hot Teddies

Ten hot teddies sitting on a train, 
Ten hot teddies sitting on a train. 
One got off and fell into a drain! 

Woa ho! 

Now there are nine hot teddies 
Sitting on a train. 

Nine hot teddies sitting on a train, 
Nine hot teddies sitting on a train. 
Two got off and fell into a drain! 

Woa ho! Way hey!! 

Now there are seven hot teddies 
Sitting on a train. 

Seven hot teddies sitting on a train, 
Seven hot teddies sitting on a train. 
Three got off and fell into a drain! 

Woa! Hey!! Ow!! 

Now there are four hot teddies 
Sitting on a train. 

Four hot teddies sitting on a train, 
Four hot teddies sitting on a train. 
They got off and fell into a drain! 

Woa! Hay! Ow!! Oh no! 

Now there are no hot Teddies 
Sitting on a train. 
No hot Teddies.. 
Sitting on a train! 
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Vol1, Track 5: In Tin Six

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6…. 

Ant is in a tin. 

Which tin is Ant in? 

Ant is in a tin. 

Which tin is Ant in?  

    “Ant is in tin six?” 

    “Yeah, Ant is in tin six.” 

    “Yeah tin six!!”  

Ant is in a tin. 

Which tin is Ant in? 

Ant is in a tin. 

Which tin is Ant in? 

    “Over there in tin six?” 

    “Tin six”,“Yes tin six!!”  

    “There’re ant ears coming out!” 

    “Over there look!” 

Ant is in a tin. 

Which tin is Ant in? 

    “Tin six!!” 

Ant is in a tin. 

Which tin is Ant in? 

    “Six! No! Yes!” 

    “Ant is in number six”. “It’s in six” 

    “Tin number six!!” 

Ant is in a… tin six? “Yes!” 

Ant is in tin six.  “Yes, six!” 

Ant is in tin six.  “Yes” 

Ant is in tin si…..x! 

    “NO!” 

    “He left!” 

    “No, no, because he left!” 

    “You know he just left..?” 

    “He went away”. “Yeah, he went out.”  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Vol1, Track 6: Tap Clap Pat

Everybody get ready to dance, 

Grab a friend and stand together. 

Turn your body now look at your friend, 

Get ready to dance together. 

Are you ready to dance together? 

       Tap, tap, tap. 

       Clap, clap, clap. 

       Pat, pat, pat together. 

Everybody say goodbye to your friend, 

Don’t worry it’s not forever. 

Move your body and find a new friend, 

Get ready to dance together. 

Are you ready to dance together? 

       Tap, tap, tap. 

       Clap, clap, clap. 

       Pat, pat, pat together. 

Everybody say goodbye to your friend, 

Don’t worry you can see them later . 

Move your body and find a new friend, 

Get ready to dance together. 

Are you ready to dance together?       

       Tap, tap, tap.    

       Clap, clap, clap. 

       Pat, pat, pat together. 

        

       Tap, tap, tap.    

       Clap clap, clap. 

       Pat, pat, pat together.  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Vol1, Track 7: Nip Clip Snip

Nip clip snip, 

 Nip clip snip, 

  Nip clip snip. 

     

Climb up there, 

Get in the chair, 

I’ll cut your hair. 

Nip clip snip, 

 Nip clip snip, 

  Nip clip snip. 

     

Look down there, 

I’ll spin the chair, 

Your hair’s everywhere. 

Nip clip snip, 

 Nip clip snip, 

  Nip clip snip. 
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Vol1, Track 8: Ca..Ca..Cat

Here comes the the cat that hits the tins. 
He can play any rhythm and he likes to sing.  
     
     The cat that hits the tins…Meow! 
     The cat that hits the tins. 
   And he goes: 
     Pi Ta Pa Ta… Ca Ca, 
     Cat that hits the tins….Meow! 
     The cat that hits the tins….Meow! 

Here comes the cat that kicks the cans. 
He can play any rhythm and he likes to dance.  
     
     The cat that kicks the cans….Meow! 
     The cat that kicks the cans. 
   And he goes: 
     Pi Ta Pa Ta… Ca Ca, 
     The cat that kicks the cans…Meow! 
     The cat that kicks the cans. 
     Pi Ta Pa Ta… Ca Ca, 
     The cat that kicks the cans…Meow! 

Here comes the the bat that makes the noise. 
Sing and dance to the rhythm, come on girls and boys. 
     
     The cat that makes the noise…Meow! 
   And he goes: 
     Pi Ta Pa Ta Ca Ca, 
     The cat that makes the noise….Meow! 
     The cat that makes the noise….Meow! 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Vol1, Track 9: Kids Like

Here come the the kids who like to play. 

They skip, ride bikes and fly their kites all day. 

The kids just like to play…OK!  

There’s: Katie and Kevin, Kathy and Kyle, 

  Kimberley, Kelly, Ken with a smile. 

  Kaitlin and Kara, Keanu and Kurt, 

  Kim kicks a ball around in the dirt. 

The kids just like to play…OK!  

There’s:  Kenzie and Kobe, Kiki and Kat, 

  Karsten, Kamina, Kip with a hat. 

  Kristina, Katrina Kayla, Kathlene 

More names with /k/ Than I’ve ever seen! 

The kids just like to play…OK! 

        

Here come the the kids who like to play. 

They skip, ride bikes and fly their kites all day. 

The kids just like to play…OK! 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Vol1, Track 10: Elephant Eggs

My pet elephant made a new nest. 

She climbed up a tree In her big yellow vest. 

With Lemon tree sticks held together with pegs. 

She's sitting up there On her elephant eggs. 

 Elephant eggs, elephant eggs 

 Guess how many elephant eggs 

 Elephant eggs, elephant eggs 

 Help me count her elephant eggs 

       One elephant, two elephant,  

       Three elephant, four.. 

       Five elephant, six elephant,  

       Seven and look there’s more,    

       Eight elephant, nine elephant,  

       Ten elephant eggs, 

       Eleven elephant and.. 

       One more: Excellent! 

       That’s twelve elegant,  

       Elephant eggs! 

My pet elephant Made a new nest. 

She climbed up a tree In her big yellow vest. 

She made it from pegs And lemon tree sticks. 

She's sitting up there with twelve elephant chicks! 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Vol1, Track 11: Happy 

Sometimes I feel so happy 

      I make ha..happy sounds….(Hoot, hoot!) 

      Sometimes I feel so happy 

      I hop high off the ground…(Way hey!) 

      Sometimes I feel so happy 

      Hold hands above my head 

      Sometimes I’m happy and you know it’s.. 

chorus      This song I sing instead.. 

And it goes: 

Ha..ha..ha..ha..happy 

Make ha..happy sounds ….(Hoot, hoot!) 

Ho..ho..ho..ho..hope you can.. 

Hop high up off the ground…(Way hey!) 

He…e…e…e…elp me 

Hold hands above your heads 

So if you’re happy, and you know it.. 

Sing this song instead! 

      Hippo feels so happy, 

      He makes ha..happy sounds.. (Ho, ho!) 

      Hen feels so ha..happy 

      She ho..ho..hops around.. (Book-er!)  
      Hippo and Hen are happy 

      With happy hats on heads… (Hooray!) 

      They can’t sing ‘Happy’ and you know it’s: 

      This song they hum instead.. 

And they go:  

Hmm hmm hmm hmm hm hmm 

Hmm hmm hm hm hm hm hmmmm 

Mmm hmm hm hm hmmmmm 

They can’t sing ‘Happy’ and you know it’s: 

This song they hum instead.. 

repeat chorus  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Vol1, Track 12: Rat’s Red Rocket Ride

Rat runs to his red rocket 

Rat runs to his red rocket 

Rat runs to his red rocket 

It’s Rat’s red rocket  

It’s Rat’s red rocket  

It’s Rat’s red rocket ride   He’s taking:  

       10 toilet rolls 

       9 toads in holes 

       8 cakes to bake 

       7 chocolate shakes 

       6 sacks of rice 

       5 bags of ice 

       4 fish to fry 

       3 chicken pies 

       2 underpants 

       1 song and dance 

       It’s Rat’s red rocket ride! 

Run, run, run to Rat’s red rocket 

Run, run, run to Rat’s red rocket 

Run, run, run to Rat’s red rocket 

It’s Rat’s red rocket 

It’s Rat’s red rocket 

It’s Rat’s red rocket ride.. 

Yeah!!……………………………………BLAST OFF! 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Vol1, Track 13: Mum’s Muffins

My mum makes marvellous muffins. 

Monster cakes with magical stuff in. 

       Marzipan, mandarin,  

       Mint, melon-pear, 

       Milk chocolate mouthfuls  

       Of magic to share. 

       Mouth watering mulberries:  

       Black, red, and white, 

       Minimum cinnamon,  

       Taste buds delight. 

My mum makes marvellous muffins. 

Monster cakes with magical stuff in. 

       Moonbeam marshmallows  

       Melt in your mouth. 

       Mangosteen marmalade 

       Sent from the south. 

       Mocha, molasses, 

       Malt with miso, 

       Mountains of love 

       Mixed in the dough. 

My mum makes marvellous muffins. 

Monster cakes with magical stuff in. 

Yeah…Mmmmmm… 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Vol1, Track 14: Dig Down Dog

Me and Dad felt so, so glad 

To drive to the beach on Sunday. 

But I was bad, I hid my dad’s..  

Car keys in the sand, now it’s.. Monday! 

      So I dig like a dog, like a big brown dog 

      To find the keys in the sand, hey! 

      Can you help me? 

Dig down dog …..Like a big brown dog  

In the sand on the beach on Tuesday. 

Dig down dog…..Like a big brown dog 

In the sand on the beach on Wednesday.  

      So I dig like a dog, like a big brown dog 

      To find the keys in the sand, hey! 

      Can you help me? 

Dig dig dog like a big brown dog  

In the sand on the beach on Thursday. 

Dig dig dog like a big brown dog  

In the sand on the beach on Friday. 

      Me and Dad feel so so glad  

      To find the keys on Saturday. 

      But we won’t get far, ‘cuz I hid Dad’s car,  

      In the sand on the beach, last Sunday! 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Vol1, Track 15: Good To Give

Feel good to give, 
Feels good to get. 

Don’t forget to give, 
Don’t give to get. 

You feel good when you give that gift you got. 
You feel good to get something you had not. 

Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh yeah. 
  

That big green monster 
Is hungry and greedy. 

His gold teeth will grab you! 
It’s begging you “Feed MEEEEE!" 

“Don’t worry, we all have one of those..Just tell it…” 

Feels Good to give, 
Feels great to get. 

Don’t forget to give, 
Don’t give to get 

You feel good by giving the good you’ve got. 
They feel great to get something they had not. 

Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh yeah 

Feels good to give... 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Vol1, Track 16: Hopping Song

Time for a hopping song, get set to hop. 

It's easy just hop along, try not to stop. 

I say: Hop, hop, hop, do not stop, hop, hop, hop, hop! 

You say: Hop, hop, hop, do not stop, hop, hopitty, hop! 

Rabbits and deer and kangaroos do. 

Grasshoppers, hot frogs and you can hop too. 

I say: Hop, hop, hop, do not stop, hop, hop, hop, hop! 

You say: Hop, hop, hop, do not stop, hop, hopitty, hop! 

We say: Hop, hop, hop, do not stop, hop, hop, hop, hop!  

All say: Hop, hop, hop, do not stop, hop, hopitty, hop! 

Rabbits and deer and kangaroos do, 

Grasshoppers, hot frogs and you can hop too! 

That was a hopping song. 

A song made in Hong Kong. 

It did not last long, time now to stop. 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Vol1, Track 17: Umbrella Up
If it’s raining or it’s sunny, 

Or the weather's acting funny, 

There is one thing that you need to take with you. 

Make a good friend of your brolly, 

You will find it's rather jolly. 

It'll stand by you If days are grey or blue.   

      Rum pu pum pa pum pa pum pa… 

When excited April  showers 

Pitter patter on for hours 

It's Time to grab the friend you brought with you. 

When it’s raining cats and dogs 

You may hear the spring time frogs 

Reminding you exactly what to do... 

      Rum pu pum pa pum pa pum pa…  

      Put your umbrella up! Your umbrella up, 

      1,2,3,4,5..Your umbrella up!   

If you're on a sunny street, 

And you start to feel the heat 

There is easily a cover to be made. 

Grab the friend that kept you dry, 

Lift it up into the sky, 

Now your brolly is the coolest kind of shade  

      Rum pu pum pa pum pa pum pa…  

      Put your umbrella up! Your umbrella up, 

      1,2,3,4,5..Your umbrella up! 

At times it's such a pain  

When you left it on the train, 

Or on the bus or at the place you've been. 

And you’ll know that i’m not joking 

When your shirt and pants are soaking 

Cos your brolly’ is just nowhere to be seen.  

      Rum pu pum pa pum pa pum pa…  

      Put your umbrella up! Your umbrella up, 

      1,2,3,4,5..Your umbrella up!    

To keep your clothing cool and dry 

Have your buddy standing by…   

And put your umbrella up!! 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Vol1, Track 18: La..La..Lettuce

La la lu, 
La la la la la lu, 
La la la la la la la la lu.  
La la.. 

La la lu, 
La la la la la lu, 
La la la la la la la la lu. 
Lettuce! 

La la lu, 
La la la la la lu, 
La la la la la la la la lu.  
La la.. 

La la lu, 
La la la la la lu, 
La la la la la la la la lu.  
Mmmm.. lettuce! 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Vol1, Track 19: Five Fat Fish
(Alternatively, replace shark with other sea animals)

5 fat fish swimming in the sea  

Along came a shark to eat one for his tea. 

Swim fish, swim fish as fast as you can flee… 

         ….Umm!! 

4 fat fish swimming in the sea... 

Along came an shark to eat one for his tea 

Swim fish, swim fish as fast as you can flee… 

         ….Umm!! 

3 fat fish swimming in the sea... 

Along came an shark to eat one for his tea 

Swim fish, swim fish as fast as you can flee… 

         ….Umm!! 

2 fat fish swimming in the sea... 

Along came an shark to eat one for his tea 

Swim fish, swim fish as fast as you can flee… 

         ….Umm!! 

1 fat fish swimming in the sea... 

Along came an shark to eat one for his tea 

Swim fish, swim fish as fast as you can flee…     

          ….Umm!! 

Mmmmmm.. 

No fat fish swimming in the sea... 

Along came the shark as full as he could be 

         ….”Mmm Ho Bow!”  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Vol1, Track 19: Big Grubby Bug

I’m a big grubby bug  

On a big black bag, 

On a big brown rug,  

On a big blue boat  

In the ocean….yeah! 

Sail away…yeah 

Sail away…yeah! 

I got six legs 

A lot of ugly hair 

i jump around the rug 

And I just don’t care 

When I bite your brrrrrrrrp.. 

I’m gonna make you wail! 

I’m a big grubby bug  

On a big black bag, 

On a big brown rug,  

On a big blue boat  

In the ocean….yeah! 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Vol1, Track 21: Jim Likes Jelly

Jessie likes James, 

James likes Penny, 

Penny likes Jake, 

Jake likes Jenny.. 

Jenny likes Jack, 

Jack likes Kelly, 

Kelly likes Jim, 

Jim likes jelly.. 

Sing a silly song about jelly. 

Wibbly, wobbly, bibbly, bobbly jelly. 

If you like it you can rub your belly.. 

Eat some, yum yum, rub on your tum. 

Jenny likes Jack 

Jack likes Kelly 

Kelly likes Jim 

Jim likes jelly.. 

Yeahhh! 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Vol1, Track 22: Wait in the Rain

Wait wait wait In the rain, 

Water runs into the drain. 

Wait wait wait in the rain, 

Water runs into the drain. 

Again and again and again and again, 

Again and again and again and again, 

Again and again and again and again, 

Again and again and again and again, 

Down to the sea,  

Up to the sky. 

Wait for a while, 

Watch the clouds cry. 

Wait wait wait In the rain, 

Water runs into the drain. 

Wait wait wait in the rain, 

Water runs into the drain. 

Again and again and again and again.. 
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Vol1, Track 23: Pie

1,2,3,4 

Apple pie with custard, 

Chicken pie with mustard. 

If you like pie say ie………ie! 

Cheesecake, pat-a-cake, 

Take a break, bake a cake. 

If you like pie say ie……….ie! 

Meat pie, root pie, 

Every kind of root pie. 

If you like pie say ie………ie!  I cannot lie, I ate the pie, 

       Little bits are on my tie. 

       My oh my, I want to cry. 

       When mum finds out  

       I’m going to die… 

I ate the.. 

Apple pie with custard, 

Chicken pie with mustard. 

If you like pie say ie………..ie!! 

Cheesecake, pat-a-cake, 

Take a break, bake a cake. 

If you like pie say ie………..ie!! 

Meat pie, root pie 

Every kind of root pie, 

If you like pie say ie………ie!!  Apple pie with custard, 

       Chicken pie with mustard, 

       If you like pie say ie…………….ie!! 

       If you like pie say ie……………ie!! 

       If you like pie no need to lie. 

       If you like pie say ie……..  ie!!                           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Vol1, Track 24: Bee Sweet

Buzz buzz buzz buzz Buzzy Bee 
Buzzing in the fuzzy tree. 

Buzz buzz buzz buzz Buzzy Bee, 
Oh my sweet honey! 

Buzzing in the fuzzy tree, 
Buzz-uz-uz-uz-uzuz-zeeeee.  

My one and only honey she 
makes me so happy! 

Buzz buzz buzz buzz Buzzy Bee 
Buzzing in the fuzzy tree. 

Buzz buzz buzz buzz Buzzy Bee, 
Oh my sweet honey! 

(kiss) 

Oh my sweet honey! 
Oh my sweet honey! 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Vol1, Track 25: Toad on the Road

Toad hops across the road. 

Shopping, hopping, happy Toad. 

Eggs to poach and a bar of soap, 

Hopping high like an antelope.      Whoa….! 

Toad hops across the road.. 

See a truck coming down the road; 

A load of toast, he can't see Toad. 

Look out Toad, truck on the road!  

Toad sees the truck with the toasted load.    Whoa…!  

“There’s a truck on the road!!” 

 Now in slow mo’.. 

      “There’s a truck on the road!!” 

Toad drops the soap on to the road,  

He’s a slipping, sliding, gliding, soap riding toad! 

Look at him go! 

Toad slides across the road, 

Gliding home to his river boat. 

See the truck coming down the road, 

Loads of toast,  now he sees toad.      

Whoa…!  

“There’s a toad on the road!!” 

      Now in slow mo’,  

      “There’s a toad on the road!!” 

Soap stops sliding, Toad keeps gliding,  

Flies into his boat on the river siding. 

Truck stops sliding, toast keeps gliding 

Flies into the sky on the river side of the road! 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Vol 2, Track 1: The Wind and The Rain 

The Wind and The Rain 

Skipped down the lane 

And Laughed as they ran 

In the cool breeze 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Vol 2, Track 2: Zip Up

(Old infomercial voice:)
Hello! how are you today? 
Thank you for joining us 
For this song.. you will need… a school bag.. 
A pencil case…and a winter coat… 
Oh you know, the one you wear when it’s really cold… 
That’s the one! 

(Rap)
Zip up your school bag …… Zip zap zoo 

Pick up your pencil case ……Zip that too! 

Zip up your winter coat …… Zip zap zoa 

Zip 1… zip 2… zip 3… let’s go! 

Do you want to try again? 

Ok , now it’s your turn! 

(repeat rap)

Zip zap zoo zapper zipper zee bapbap!  

“Well come on then!  

Hurry up!  

I’m waiting here.  

Are you coming or not? 

Don’t forget your xylophone!  
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Vol 2, Track 3: Wiggle and Wave

“Oh my Darling, oh my Darling, oh my Darling Clementine…” 

On Thursday I’m thinking.. 

That Friday we can fly … my big red kite. 

Saturday and Sunday go sailing 

Seas under sunny skies.    

Monday we’ll make muffins, maybe.. 

Tuesday talk and talk. 

Wednesday we‘ll go walking Baby 

And this is how we’ll walk (yeah): 

Walk this way (Wwww wah wah!) 

Swing and sway (Wwww wah wah!) 

Wiggle 'n' wave on Wednesday.. 
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Vol 2, Track 4: Cook is Cooking

Cook is cooking cookies in the kitchen. 

Cook is cooking cookies in a pan. 

Cook is cooking cookies in the kitchen. 

Look at cook, he is a happy man. 

 

He's mixing and pouring, 

It’s fun never boring 

Doing the best he can. 

He smiles when he's making, 

The cookies he's baking 

Are the best cookies in the land! 

Cook is cooking cookies in the kitchen. 

Cook is cooking cookies in a pan. 

Cook is cooking cookies in the kitchen. 

Look at cook he is a happy..  

Look at Cook he’s oh so happy, 

Look at Cook he’s such a happy man! 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Vol 2, Track 5: Moon Balloon

Kangaroo and Cockatoo  

Made a plan to escape the city zoo 

But they told Racoon and he told Baboon 

And very soon all the animals knew 

      (all about the) Moon Balloon 

      (they’re talking ‘bout the) Moon Balloon 

They met on the roof of the dolphin pool. 

Everyone came and the night was cool. 

Shared out tools and the jobs to do. 

By the morning light they had started to 

      (Make the) Moon Balloon. 

      (They’re building a) Moon Balloon! 

They picked up bottles and plastic bags,  

Old newspapers and ticket tags. 

All the rubbish from me and you 

And stuck it together with UHU glue! 

      (That’s how you make a) Moon Balloon. 

      (That’s how you build a) Moon Balloon! 

Cockatoo blew her blue kazoo 

At 12 o’clock noon it was time they flew. 

They all jumped in and the dolphins too,  

Two hundred passengers, one loo!! (eww) 

      (Now they’re flying their) Moon Balloon. 

      (Hooray for the) Moon Balloon! 

There they go! 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Vol 2, Track 6: Box Six Mix

One two three 

Walk with me. 

Four five six 

Pick up sticks. 

Seven eight nine 

Tap the box in time. 

Next is ten, now start again. 

Six boxes in a stack, 

Six boxes in a stack, 

Six boxes in a stack, 

Praise the stack of cardboard. 

Got to fix that box six ..at the top! 

Got to fix that box six ..at the top! 

Got to fix that box six ..at the top! 

Of a crazy stack of cardboard. 

Gonna text my fox friends .. 

Tap the words! 

Gonna text my fox friends.. 

Tap the words! 

Gonna text my fox friends.. 

Tap the words! 

Oh help me fix the cardboard!! 

Six foxes in a stack, 

Six foxes in a stack, 

Six foxes in a stack, 

Raise the tape to the board! 

One two three 

Walk with me. 

Four five six 

Pick up sticks. 

Seven eight nine 

Tap the box in time. 

Next is ten, now start again. 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Vol 2, Track 7: Valentine

Viv delivers violins  

So play a lovely tune.   

Ivy delivers violets   

That smell so sweet in June. 

Valerie delivers vegetables 

To make a lovely stew. 

When it comes to love;  

It’s Valentine, 

Who delivers love to you… 

Vin delivers fresh grapes 

And vanilla ice-cream too. 

Vincent delivers sunflowers 

In a lovely vase to view. 

Valerie delivers vegetables,  

Farmer Victor grew. 

When it comes to love  

It’s Valentine, 

Who delivers love to you. 

When it comes to love  

It’s Valentine, 

Who delivers love to you. 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Vol 2, Track 8: Yak and Yeti

Yodel low, yodel high, yodel low! 

Yak and Yeti, sipping on spaghetti, 

Sailing on a yacht by the Serengeti    

     Captain Betty 

     Said to Yak and Yeti 

     “I love to eat spaghetti, 

     Will you share your dinner with me?” 

Yak and Yeti, sitting on the settee, 

Said to Captain Betty.. 

“There’s not enough spaghetti for three!” 

      

     Captain Betty said to Yak and Yeti.. 

     “How could you both forget me? 

     You’re sailing on my yacht trip for free!” 

Yak and Yeti, full of hot spaghetti, 

Said to Captain Betty 

“Our food is made for two, it’s yummy!” 

      

     Captain Betty said to Yak and Yeti 

     “Hop off at the jetty, 

     My yacht is made for one, and that’s me!”  

 

Yak and Yeti, hot and sweaty, 

Walking in the sun Through the Serengeti, slowly. 

“Aww, sorry Betty!”…………… “OK Boys, hop on”! 
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Vol 2, Track 9: Klang Kong

Clang, clang. Ding dong…  

Tring, tring. BO…NG! 

Bang a gong, play Ping Pong, 

Sing a song, In Hong Kong. 

‘Peng-leng-jeng’, rang you wrong, 

‘Ho-ho-leng’ In Hong Kong! 

Clang, clang. Ding dong…  

Tring, tring. BO…NG! 

Drop a clanger, light a banger, 

Swing along, to Hong Kong. 

Hang a thing, string is strong, 

Stingers sting, in Hong Kong! 

Clang, clang. Ding dong…  

Tring, tring. BO…NG! 

  

Hang on King Kong… 

Big bang, live long. 

Bang a gong, play Ping Pong, 

Sing a song, In Hong Kong. 

Clang, clang. Ding dong…  

Tring, tring. BO…NG! 
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Vol 2, Track 10: Chatting Children

Chatting children everywhere. 

Chatting here and chatting there. 

Children with so much to say, 

Listen to them chat all day 

Chat, chat, chatting children. 

Chat, chat, chatting children. 

Chatting children everywhere. 

Chatting here and chatting there. 

Children have a busy week, 

Taking every chance to speak. 

Chat, chat, chatting children. 

Chat, chat, chatting children. 

Chatting children everywhere, 

Children have so much to share. 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Vol 2, Track 11: Shopping

Shop, shop, shop, shop, shopping.. 

Swwwwiiiish! 

Makes rub, rub, rub, rub, rubbish! 

Shop, shop, shop, shop, shopping.. 

Swiiiish! 

Makes rub, rub, rub, rub, rubbish! 

The fish in the sea, 

We eat for our tea, 

They’re swimming around in our rubbish 

It’s you and it’s me; 

A to the Z, 

It’s all of us WE 

Make the rubbish!!! 

Shop, shop, shop, shop, shopping.. 

Swiiiish! 

Makes rub, rub, rub, rub, rubbish! 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Vol 2, Track 12: Thanks

Thanks for being my best friend, 
Thanks for opening the door. 

Thanks for healthy pet dinners, 
Thanks for giving me more. 

Thanks for walking with me and.. 
Thanks for making my bed. 
  
Thanks for throwing the frisbee. 
Thanks for patting my head. 

Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, 
Thanks for things to chew.  
Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, 
Thanks for being you!   

Thanks for thinking about me, 
Thanks for brushing my hair. 

Thanks for cleaning my teeth, 
Thanks for showing you care. 

Thanks for three birthdays  
And bath time on Thursdays, 
And picking up all of my poo. 

Thanks for holding and kissing me good night 
Thanks for being, thanks for being, thanks for being you!! 

WOOF! 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Vol 2, Track 13: This ’n’ That

This is my chin, 

That is your nose, 

These are my fingers, 

Those are your toes. 

Paint on my chin, 

Jam on your nose, 

Ink on my fingers, 

Sand in your toes. 

Paint a picture with your thumb. 

There is some paint on your bu.. 

…uuump on your chin, 

Touch on your nose, 

Click with your fingers, 

Tap with your toes. 

This is my chin, 

That is your nose, 

These are my fingers, 

Those are your toes. 

Mothers and fathers 

Dance along.  

Sisters and brothers 

Share this song.  

This is my chin 

That is your nose 

These are my fingers 

Those are your toes 

Paint on my chin, 

Jam on your nose, 

Ink on my fingers, 

Sand in your toes..   

Sand in your toes..  

Sand in your toes!! 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Vol 2, Track 14: Quack

Ducks can quack and 

Queen bees buzz all day. 

Quails can say ‘CHICAGO’, 

Horses neigh!  

Why lions roar?  

Giraffes just cannot say! 

Parrots are squawking,  

When they’re not talking 

Fish can swish and  

Crabs just never stay.. 

Long enough to.. 

Hear what they can say. 

Squirrels cheep to sheep, 

That bah and bay. 

Quivers of cobras are 

Quiet egg robbers. 

Squishy, squashy squid 

Turn pink to grey, 

Quicker than a mantis.. 

Catches prey. 

Dolphins squeeze and 

Whistle in the bay  

A quarrel of shrews 

Squeak like new shoes. 

(whistle)
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Vol 2, Track 15: Round The Garden

Round and round the garden, like a teddy bear,  
One step, 2 steps, look on the ground by there! 

Round and round the garden like a teddy bear,  
One step, 2 steps, look what you found by there! 

Your head’s in a cloud, 
You’re laughing loud, 
You’re running round the house. 
You’re daddy shouts  
“Please go out!” 
You scamper like a mouse. 

Round and round the garden like a teddy bear,  
One step, 2 steps , pout with your mouth and glare!  

Round and round the garden like a teddy bear,  
One step, 2 steps , make a fun sound with air! 

Your head’s in a cloud, 
You’re laughing loud, 
You’re running round the house. 
You’re daddy shouts  
“Please go out!” 
You scamper like a mouse. 

Round and round the garden like a teddy bear,  
One step, 2 steps, tickle your friend somewhere! 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Vol 2, Track 16: Point  
 

On my birthday Aunty Joyce 

Gave me a new android. 

It helps me do the ucky tasks 

I normally avoid. 

It’s a super little helper, 

It has a fuzzy voice.  

I point , it helps, i’m really spoilt. 

Oh thank you Aunty Joyce!   

Point at the toilet, 

Point at the floor. 

Please clean the toilet, 

Then close the door. 

Boing 

Point at the kitchen, 

Point at the bin, 

Take out the rubbish, 

Recycle the tins. 

Boing 

Point at the garden, 

Point at the soil, 

Pick some potatoes 

Then put them on to boil. 

Boing 

Point at the window 

Water the plants 

Point at the dirty clothes 

Then scrub my underpants 

Boink!! 

My Android is broken 

Fix it; I just can’t. 

It groaned and made some noises 

I need to call my aunt. 

I hoist it up, check the coil, 

Open the lid, add some oil. 

It makes a noise, moves a joint, 

Splutters, shudders, mutters “point!” 

Point at the kitchen, 

Point at the floor. 

I’ll point at everything I have  

But underpants, no more! 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Vol 2, Track 17: Rescue Me

Rescue me! 

I’m standing in the toilet queue. 

Rescue me! 

I really need to use the loo. 

Two more people in front of me 

I need to go, I need to wee! 

Oh rescue, rescue , rescue,  rescue me! 

When I got here at half past two    

There wasn’t any free tissue. 

I bought some in the avenue, 

And now I’m back there is a queue. 

Rescue me! 

I’m standing in the toilet queue 

Rescue me! 

I really need to use the loo. 

There’s one more person in front of me 

I need to go, please hurry! 

Oh rescue, rescue , rescue,  rescue me! 

  “Hello Sue here, welcome to ‘The Avenue’ 

  The best shopping venue in Hong Kong. 

  Check out our garden offers today: 

  Our barbecue prices are hot!  

  And with free fuel, you just can’t argue. 

  Glue is stuck at 1/2 price, 

  Great for fixing the arms back on that garden statue. 

  In music; Mr Dylan will be singing his new song ‘Rescue Me’ 

  Sorry, but due to maintenance issues  

  The toilet is now out of order… until Tuesday” 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Vol 2, Track 18: Perfect

My mother is thinner, 

My father is stronger, 

My brother is faster than me. 

My sister more clever, 

But I say whatever! 

My grandmother says 

I make the best cup of tea! 

Thick toast and butter for my supper, 

With hot chocolate is perfect. 

There’s nothing better 

Than my worn out sweater, 

Or snug as bug on a winter rug, 

Or in the summer sun chasing insects. 

My mother is Thinner, 

My Father is stronger, 

My Brother is faster than me. 

My sister so clever 

but I say whatever! 

My grandma says:  

“Her nose has hairs”, 

And I make the best cup of tea!! 

“Oooh, let’s have another!” 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Vol 2, Track 19: OR

Sunday morning 

Don’t know what to do. 

I said to my mother.. 

“Hey Mamma, I feel blue!” 

She said “Baby, 

Put your head out the door, 

Look around the corner 

At a world you can can explore. 

(You can..) 

Take a hike, or read a book you like. 

Do sports in the park, or ride a horse or a bike, 

Or make a cake, or a cool milkshake, 

Or go for a swim at the pool or the lake,  

Or sort your socks out; left or right, 

Or climb a tree or pillow fight, 

Or paint a picture; orange or blue, 

But don’t tell me you don’t know what to do!!” 

Monday morning. I know what to do.. 

I said to my mother, “I’m going to the zoo!” 

She said “Baby, your head is in a storm! 

School today…put on your uniform!!” 

Awww…corn on the cob again!! 
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Vol 2, Track 20: Tiny Star

At the park i found a tiny star. 

Sparkling in a tree. 

Now all day it sleeps in a honey jar, 

In the dark it shines for me. 

But I feel so bad for that tiny star, 

And what of its family? 

So I’ll take the star in the honey jar, 

And go back to the tree. 

I’ll try not to cry as i wave it goodbye, 

When I set that tiny star free. 

Then I’ll smile for a while,  

As that tiny star climbs 

Back to the place, 

Somewhere in space, 

Where tiny stars need to be. 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Vol 2, Track 21: At The Fair

At the fair  

There is a fairy 

With a pair of purple wings. 

Her arms and legs are hairy,  

And she juggles chairs and sings. 

Her friends all call her Mary, 

But her real name is Gert. 

And some children think she's scary 

But a fly; Gert would not hurt. 

  

Trumpets!! 

… 

Second verse, same as the first 

Thank you very much!! 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Vol 2, Track 22: Banananananana…

b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b. 

b.a.b.a….. 

Ban ban banana 

Ban ban banana 

Ban ban banana 

Ban ban banan 

Banananananananana 

Ban ban banana 

Banananananananana 

Ban ban banana 

Banananananananana 

Ban ban banana 

Banananananananana 

Ban ban banana 
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Vol 2, Track 23: Shortest Song

 This might be…  

  The shortest song in the world. 

   No! My song is shorter! 

    Your song is shorter, my song is… 

     Longer. 
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Vol 2, Track 24: Rainbow

Here comes my beautiful rainbow. 

Back again to say hello. 

Stay a while, smile, enjoy the show, 

Lay back, no need for time to know.  

Don't go, my beautiful rainbow.  

The sun's attention makes you glow 

And rain’s affections ebb and flow.  

Sun's shine for you will surely go.  

I'll hold you close forever, though. 

Don't go, my beautiful rainbow. 

With head in the clouds you stretch in the sun.  

You hold up the sky and paint it for fun. 

You dance in the light and colour is spun. 

Your moment in time’s a second to none. 

Don't go, my beautiful rainbow! 

Cheerio my beautiful rainbow. 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Vol 2, Track 25: Shake Your Fingers  
 

Shake your fingers, 

Shake your hands, 

Shake your shoulders, 

Shake your arms. 

Sh, sh, sh shake your (??), 

Turn around, 

Shake your body, 

Touch the ground. 

Shaking is so much fun, 

You can do it anywhere. 

Shaking is so much fun, 

Don't forget to shake..    

Your hair! 

Shake your fingers, 

Clap your hands, 

Shrug your shoulders, 

Swing your arms. 

Sh, sh, sh, shake your (??), 

Turn around, 

Wobble your body, (like a jellyfish) 

Touch the ground. 

  

  

 Shaking is so much fun, 

 You can do it anywhere. 

 Shaking is so much fun, 

 Don't forget to shake..  

 Your hair! 

(Ella Rap)

 Shake your fingers, 

 Rub your hands, 

 Turn your shoulders, 

 Flap your arms. (like a bird) 

 Sh, sh, sh, shake your (??), 

 Turn around, 

 Stretch your body, 

 Touch the ground. 

  

 Shaking is so much fun, 

 You can do it anywhere. 

 Shaking is so much fun, 

 Don't forget to shake... 

 Don't forget to shake... 

 Don't forget to shake   

 Your hair!
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